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The Living Message is Spreading
By Matt Presti

One thousand inspired emails—possibly more have come into
my inbox from all over the planet Earth in just the last couple years—so
many that a book could be compiled to reflect the regiving of inspirations
felt by many the world over. Who knew that one man in his studio in the
woods could find one other man 2400 miles away and together, assist in
resending this incredible message via a virtual electronic media platform
called the internet? This message contains knowledge that has not yet
acquired the attention it deserves for a more natural view of Creation. The
Message of the Divine Iliad is just that—a message now needed that has
encircled the Earth many times over, especially as of late. As Robert and I
have taken the last few months off from productions to focus on other life
essentials, I would like to share with you a few of the challenges I am
facing as of late. No man is ever ―off the hook‖ as it were. Life goes on.
As Russell stated, ―defeat is something one has to accept. If you do not
accept it, YOU cannot be defeated.‖
Work, work and more work is what a person who desires to further
themselves through demonstrating their knowing mind in action
understands and expects. There are no easy paths to producing great
creations or accomplishing seemingly impossible goals that will live long
into the future once completed. All roads have their challenges. All great
people must meet those challenges with the same strong character if they
desire to achieve greatness. There are many people in this world who
constantly complain. We all have them in our families, our circles of
friends and our work places. If you don’t, you are a fortunate one indeed.
However, having taken a new job recently, I have come up with a saying
that is apropos to possibly many family/friend/work environments. ―Those
who complain the most do the least—those who do the most don’t have
time to complain.‖ Other words may interchange with the word ―complain‖
if you get my drift. One day I will more fully write about the experience of
the last 6 months. It has been very illuminating and humbling. None the
less, one may learn from any situation.

How you integrate those learnings into your lives can be a strength or
weakness. That is your choice. All learning experiences are good
experiences when you understand Universal Law. There is naught but
good in this universe of seeming motion. It’s all good. Balance holds the
key.
Since beginning this new endeavor, going into a situation that was
brand new and full of uncertainties, I came face to face with what is
plaguing so many entities in this illusion—APATHY! Simply defined,
apathy means a lack of interest, enthusiasm, or concern. This symptom is
a most dangerous human destroyer. It can plunge civilizations into chaos,
ruin a business, destroy a relationship and even cause an individual to
suffer defeat so terrible that he does not recover from it. If met with a
strong resilience and the light of mind to push through it, it can become
lessened by relentless hard work. And it takes every bit of hard work to
correct even a fraction of it. Facing off with several apathetic people, I took
to having at my back the living philosophy I came to know so well. In just a
few short weeks, several people began to notice all the hard work I was
doing alone and began voluntarily being a part of the solution instead of a
part of the problem. With a small group of focused people, one can
inevitably change a situation from the worse to the better. This was a ―real
world‖ demonstration of the power of this living philosophy in action. Just
one man started a reversal of the ―old ways,‖ electing for change toward
the goal of mass improvement of a situation. In time, a small few backed
him up. Now, a majority is backing up the vision of the one man by helping
to manifest the desire to change the conditions that led to apathy in the
first place. This organization is on the verge of a golden era again. As
Russell said, a focused human may become the center of their own system
where others will orbit around the vision of this one. It has been such for
me that this is just the case. To make a long story short, no matter what
situation one is facing, one can work KNOWINGLY with the Creator—
moment by moment drawing from that power source which forever resides
in silent stillness to manifest one’s desires. Having worked very hard to
achieve balance within our home, I took the chance of extending that
balance to a community structure. Finding seeming unbalance within this
organization, it is now through great and unceasing hard work that an
upswing is now in motion. There is still much to do but the power of hard
work has reinspired many folks who were ―staying away‖ to again come
back and assist. The desire to restore this organization is stronger than
the apathy that had seemingly ―set in‖ for good. Those who once held to
the notion that ―there is nothing you can do to change this‖ have been
silenced. They have no more ground upon which to stand as the work we
have accomplished speaks for itself. The power to accomplish anything
comes from one’s mind. The body is the vehicle for accomplishing your
desired goals.

One must ―walk their talk‖ if one seeks real credibility and the
confidence of others around him or her. There is no room for hollow
promises or wishful thinking. As the great quote attributed to John Pym
states; ―Action speaks louder than words.‖ Time to go to work! 
Before I wrap up I would like to share with you some of my research
over the last few weeks. Looking into the nuclear power issue and always
being aware of Fukushima in the back of my mind, I decided to look into
the cultural aspects of how humans in the last 50 years have perceived the
nuclear power/war issues currently facing humanity. What I found was a
list of movies-documentaries (see list below) that have fallen off the radar
screen. Many of these efforts to increase humanity’s awareness of these
issues were peaking around the year 1983. As Ronald Reagan said in
several speeches, ―I occasionally think how quickly our differences,
worldwide, would vanish if we were facing an alien threat from outside this
world.‖ As I see it, the threat is in this world. It is called nuclear power and
it is more dangerous that an alien army. If any single issue on planet Earth
should be the impetus for mankind to unite it is the very ―real‖ enemy of
nuclear radioactivity and possible Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD).
The very fact that Fukushima is poisoning the world’s oceans seems
unimportant to most people especially those in a position to ―do
something‖ about it. As I have said before, every military in the world,
every nuke scientist should be trying to put out this nuclear fire that is like
a ―creeping death‖ making its way around the earth. Radioactivity does
not care what race you are. It is an equal opportunity killer. It has no
preference for rich or poor. You cannot ―raise your vibrations‖ (new agers)
and be immune to the effects of radioactivity. It poisons everything it
contacts. It is mankind’s single greatest enemy—and it is multiplying.
Japan was nuked on August 6th and August 9th of 1945. Now, Japan is
―nuking‖ the whole planet—a strange way of validating the Golden Rule.
We have to increase awareness of the very real threat of ―Atomic
Suicide.‖ Unfortunately, the incredible book ―Atomic Suicide?‖ by Walter
and Lao Russell is no longer in print and copies are becoming expensive.

The decision of the University of Science and Philosophy Board of
Trustees to not reprint this book is regrettable. I do intend a letter writing
campaign/petition to get this decision overturned as the world critically
needs this information now. I am convinced from my research that this
book played a role in the ―limited nuclear test ban treaty‖ signed on August
5th, 1963 by the world superpowers—a very sane decision to say the least.
I have compiled a list of movies and documentaries that I feel serve
to inform people about the reality of radioactivity and the dangerous
consequences of scientific hubris and human greed. These films are very
powerful cultural expressions and speak volumes to the warnings given by
Dr. Walter and Lao Russell.
These films, most of which are available online for free, should
dispel the myth that radioactive elements as a world fuel are safe and
desirable. Man is playing with a fire that is beyond his control which may
cost us our precious home.
Ode to the Asteroid Belts – By Matt Presti
A planet there once was, between Jupiter and Mars.
What destroyed them? The greatest of wars.
The people found a power they could not contain.
The solar system will never be the same.
A self made tornado quelled their ambitions.
Nothing but destruction came to fruition.
A story told from a father to a child.
What happened Dad? A civilization gone wild.
Will that happen here? I hope not my dear.
A planet there was between Venus and Mars.
What destroyed them? The greatest of wars.
It happened twice? Apparently so.
Those beautiful planets men made explode.
Father—yes son. What has to happen? What must be done?
What seeds oh Father shall Mercury sow?
That depends what man senses vs. what he knows.

(The idea for this piece came to me as a vision of a Father and Son
peering through a telescope from the planet Mercury some billion years
into the future when Mercury moves into a position where the man-idea can
regenerate once again. Seeing two asteroid belts, a strange recollection
comes to the child. He knows something is not right about those belts and
a conversation ensues. Do you ever wonder about the asteroid belt?
Walter Russell said ―the planet between Mars and Jupiter did not explode
from ―natural causes.‖‖
The loaded gun of humanity is pointed straight at our own head. If
there is no one willing to face the reality of what every human faces
together, whether they are aware of it or not, then truly all possibility of
saving ourselves from our own destruction is an utter impossibility. This is
just an incarnation—it’s all good. We made it together. We have to take
responsibility for it or—see you in a billion years on Mercury!

LIST of Recommended Movies and Documentaries on the very real
dangers of Nuclear Radioactivity and War.
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)
6.)
7.)
8.)
9.)
10.)
11.)
12.)
13.)
14.)
15.)
16.)
17.)

1945-1998 – We’ve Already Nuked Ourselves
The China Syndrome (1979)
The War Game (1965)
Silkwood (1983)
Testament (1983)
Threads (1984)
Special Bulletin (1983)
The Day After (1983)
Barefoot Gen (1983)
When the Wind Blows (1986)
Dead Man’s Letters (1986)
The Battle of Chernobyl (2006)
Dr. Strangelove (1964)
Secret of the Dead: World’s Biggest Bomb (2011)
Alice in Blunderland Michael Hudak of the USP (1985)
Into Eternity (2010)
The Atomic States of America (2012)
I would also like to cite a paper by Lisa Lynch entitled:
Documentary Films About Radiation 1950s-present

Finally, I am pleased to announce my appointment to the board of
trustees for content on http://universalone.tv/ platform. My work with
David William Gibbons on the new long-term series entitled ―The Message
of the Divine Iliad,‖ may be found at this link. All proceeds benefit David.
For 30 minute freeviews of the hour long programs, visit this youtube link.
A Very Merry Solstice to all…
In the Still White Magnetic Light of Eternity, I remain humbly yours,
Matt Presti
http://www.mattpresti.com

The Message of the Divine Iliad
(International Radio Series)
By: David William Gibbons

During the one and half year long radio series (2012 – 2013),
discerning along with Allen Lee Adkins the book ―The Universal One‖
written by Walter Bowman Russell, (i) cosmic knowing advanced at an
ever-increasing speed. A capacity to feel and touch has since steadily
unfolded beyond the simple looking, seeing and sensing.
Adolescent attributes that we living creatures have been trained to
measure with for so long. An unraveling intuitive knowing declares its
sovereign stage, extending beyond those simple evolutionary tools. A
knowing that touches delicately this magnificent and breathing world that
we inhabit. Having piloted jets in my past life, navigational training on
trans-oceanic flights (over water) includes the acknowledgment that
through mathematical formulas and great circle theory, the most important
concept to grasp is a principle known as the point of no return (PONR).
This quite perhaps superfluous piece of information is actually adopted for
the purposes of an analogy. That being the recognition that despite years
of reading the works of such profound writers and philosophers including
Shakespeare, Chaucer and Herodotus, it is this direct knowledge offered
through the works of Russell, that also imprints a point of no return in the
soul’s footsteps. For the diverse and spectacular way in which Russell’s
early works define our being through scientific truths, particularly within
the essence of Universal One’s narrative, does this later work provided in
the Divine Iliad naturally balance through offerings of more philosophical
language. Of course in whichever context this knowing may be elaborated,
whether it be through language or symbolism, an ever-lasting impression
upon the imaginings of soul is complete. Returning to a material world is
now dismissed, where oil and plastic reigns increasingly as the human’s
idol. In a modern high street store it may be termed as sale final with no
returns! Ultimately, the twin poles of our birthing journey by which spirals
move elegantly back and forth from the Creator's brush, will always
lovingly guide our ever-growing evolution in becoming infinite, powerful
and forever alive in these colorful celestial bodies.

The Divine Iliad and its deep messages set out across two volumes,
is that more philosophical Russell, now himself balanced by the wonderful
feminine characteristics of Lao Russell. Perhaps as with us all when we
age, mature and find easier peace, Russell may have turned yet another
corner in his rhythmic interchange and the exquisite spiral patterns
through which it rides. For this work has yet again found its way to the
airwaves of a transitional world’s communicator, where the Akashic layers
of soul knowledge are truly found in these incredible times.
A world of dialogues that stand in the face of adversity, turning away
from the slowly sinking boats of advertising returns that define evermore
today’s main stream media outlets. Returns of material wealth that hide the
light and engulf their victims in fear. Wealth that hides the true message,
causing more castaways to go adrift along its extending rocky peninsula.
These programs now beginning yet another journey of knowing
through the Messages of the Divine Iliad will bring wind to the sails of
freedom boats now swinging merrily into the bays and ports. With them
comes a message for all of today’s modern knights, running across the
golden fields of love. For now in these moments of real dialogue, only
words and intentions expressing the true meaning of cosmic love will
endure and prevail. Our time has therefore come.
On behalf of Allen Adkins, Matt Presti and indeed all of those behind
the scenes, I hope that our soul union supported with the sublime works of
the Russell’s, will over these coming years supply infinite miracles in and
for all our lives.
David William Gibbons
Co-creator Universal One Broadcasting and Center of Intuitive
Broadcasting Education (CIB)
http://www.universalone.tv
Footnotes
(i) website http://theuniversalone.org

For Podcast Links to the Long-Term Series,
―The Message of the Divine Iliad‖
With David Gibbons and Matt Presti,
Visit - http://www.davidgibbons.org/podcaststation.html

The Key to the Dream
By John Hale

Back in year 2005 I received 3 consecutive dreams regarding keys and
could only remember the first dream with deep clarity. Here it is:
I was walking with 2 people along a road and they parted ways with me to
again join me later. As I walked alone, I noticed a large building/warehouse
to my right. I tilted my head higher and noticed a billboard sitting on top of
the building with red, blue, and yellow balloons and realized it was the
Wonder Bread symbol.
I continued my walk and from a distance a man walked out of a door from
this building and approached me with a large oblate shaped bread with
nuts and fruit in it tucked under his left arm. It was truly ―Wonder Bread‖. I
pulled out my wallet and gave him a $5. He responded and said, ―THAT
WAS NOT ENOUGH‖. As I pulled out a $20, he spied my wallet and noticed
I had a house key. He also wanted the house key but did not realize I had
another key tucked in my wallet to which was in the shape of a round white
stone. I handed him the ―house‖ key and a $20. I received change for the
$20 and parted ways with this person.
I eventually met up with the 2 people I had parted ways with earlier and we
looked out on the horizon. The horizon showed a path with endless rolling
hills that I was to embark on.
3 weeks ago and with much patience (something I wish I had more of) I
realized the meaning thereof:
1. The 2 that parted ways with me are the electric effect of 2 way
sensed based extensions from the fulcrum.
2. Myself alone was that walk as co-creator with the Universal One of
Cause. That omnipotent Light is in each and every one of us!
3. The building was the ―House of Bread‖ – [aka Bethlehem,
Fullness, and Abundance]. In its fullness it is balanced interchange.

4. The $5 ―WAS NOT ENOUGH‖ because the 5 senses are limited in
range and are not enough to comprehend reality. They are but
recorders in a matter motion based illusion of light-wave extensions.
5. Just as Peter was given the keys of the kingdom of heaven—we all
have the same keys but we must take the first step and ―look within‖.
6. The white stone ―key‖ is given to those who overcome the 5
senses. That new nature is but revealed when one looks within to
see the Oneness in all.
7. The 3 coming back together again represent the balanced
interchange between father-mother-Unity.
8. The endless rolling hills are the ―Octave Wave‖ that Walter and
Lao shared to the world -> ―Within the Wave lies the secret of all
Creation‖. The keys to that understanding are there for the taking
when one looks within!
9. The closing scene of my dream as I stood looking out the horizon
and observing the rolling hills as WAVES is what had to be KNOWN
before an interpretation in its entirety manifested. And, that
happened just this year in studying the Russell’s works through
much meditation.

Thank you for allowing me to share this dream with you and BTW, it was
through the inspiration of Matt Presti, Robert Otey and Ben Palmer, that I
was able to build a mirror cube with my son!
Much Love and Blessings,
John

The Basis of Scientific Thought
By Gareth Graff

The goal of science is to descriptively explain the physical world
using geometric objects. A scientist does not rely upon inaccurate
sensory data for the attainment of knowledge, but instead uses the
workings of his or her mind to know the underlying origin of phenomenon.
The scientist sees the effects of motion and recognizes its cause. This
method of thinking doesn't depend upon objective or subjective reasoning,
but instead accepts interpretations of observation from the standpoint of
disembodied emotionless cyclic thought. In science we see things the way
they are not the way that they appear to be.
The one necessary assumption of science is a Creator or an orderly
cause of all observed effects. Without a Creator there is no science
because there is no cause that can be explained. Indeed we can not
rationally justify a complex painting materializing out of nothing for no
reason. The grand and orderly nature of our universe is the direct result of
a conscious all-encompassing mind. We are part of the universe and
therefore logically an extension of our Creator. In light of this fact it is
obvious that through a full recognition of our true nature we can
understand and then explain the underlying nature of reality.
We seek to know what can only be spoken in words of light and then
bind the ineffable to a conceptual framework of archetypical descriptions
and provable geometry.
―The majority believes that everything hard to comprehend must be
very profound. This is incorrect. What is hard to understand is what is
immature, unclear and often false. The highest wisdom is simple and
passes through the brain directly to the heart.‖ ~Viktor Schauberger.
HAVE THE BE$T DAY EVER!
Gareth Graff
Founder and Curator of

http://restoretheplanet.org

Welcome to the Golden Age
By Robert Otey

Welcome Brothers and Sisters to the Golden Age of the 1st Mayan
Sun. After crossing the Galactic Ecliptic last December I can say we are
definitely in the dawning days of a new golden world as I am experiencing
it directly now.
Terra Aina came over from Hawaii and made my life complete as
lover, helper, spiritual companion and wonderful friend. She has helped
me harvest the enormous abundance Nature provided us here on the
Ranch this fall. I could not have done all of the work myself by any means.
She has also helped me deeply in the grieving over the loss of ―Poon‖ my
beloved Shit-zu who was beside me the past 13 years helping me with his
ever present love. Terra grew to love him as well and he loved being with
her and having her attention and caresses. Poon helped me through the
most painful 13 years of my life, the last 13 year cycle of the Mayan
Calendar which as you all know is the darkest period in a 25, 625 year
cycle. My blessed Poon refolded into the Creator’s Still Magnetic Light on
the 13th Lunar Month, the 13th day of the 13th year at 1300 hours and 13
minutes. He was a magical Soul from the start till his departure into the
light. Poon carried me through the darkness, pain suffering and misery
into this new era of light and I will always honor him as one of my closest
and most loyal friends.
Matt and I will be returning to video production work soon. We both
had to unwind from all of the stress and fatigue of presenting our work last
year on you tube and at the One Heart Festival. We will be addressing
many misconceptions which are being taught presently by people who are
trying to teach Russellian Science without fully understanding it.
―Opposition‖ relating to the twin opposing vortices is in desperate need of
clarification as well as the so-called particle/wave and nuke atom
references made by the Russell’s, which confuse those who cherry pick his
comments out of context. The core of the revisions will be made in
relationship to ―The Secret of Light‖ using the final distillation of these
ideas by the Russell’s in ―Atomic Suicide?‖

Lao helped balance Walter’s message to the extreme and eliminate
many of the knowledge viruses Walter accepted during his academic
education in corporate owned ―psyence‖, which he learned only in hopes
of communicating his ideas to academics. Unfortunately, many academic
theories are so horribly wrong, they are worthless and cannot be used as
references, but must be thoroughly expunged from the study of real
Science. I will be clarifying many of these mistakes with Matt, so hopefully
those who are teaching Russellian Science filled with their own personal
errors and mistakes will delete their shoddy work and incorrect videos or at
least amend them as needed.

Much Love to all Golden Agers who have found their way into our
circle of love and friendship. May we lift each other up and support each
other to make this the best Golden Age Ever!
All of my Love,
Robert

Dreaming UP!
By Terra Aina

Aloha ka kou! Season’s Greetings!
I would like to share with you all a dream I had a couple years prior to my
discovering the Russell’s work and how it helped me to find the courage to
follow my heart!
You’ve all had that dream where your stomach is in knots at the back
of your throat due to the incredibly realistic simulation of falling at an ever
alarming rate, plummeting surely towards your demise? Well at first I
thought it was one of those falling dreams too, until I realized my hair was
swept up in the other direction and I was flying up vs. falling. So, there I
was flying through the dark cold of space, the beating of my heart was so
loud I was aware of hardly much else—until as sudden as you would hit the
ground had you been falling; I was suspended as was time. A hand
gripped my arm as all motion began to gently cease. In the stillness a wave
of golden white light rushed over my body and blinded my vision as I was
overcome by the most awe inspiring, honey sweet, nurturing, warm, safe,
comforting, joyful feeling of unconditional love within and around me. I
lovingly inquired blindly ―who are you?‖ so humbled and so eager to
Know. As the voice responded I began to fall, and I as I fell so did my
comprehension of what was being said, ―Laaay…‖ ―Lea...‖ ―La who?‖ I
asked, my longing to Know increased as did the space between me and
that warm feeling of Pure love. I was quickly ―dropped‖ back to my body
and to the awareness that, as vivid as that whole experience was, it was but
a dream! I was changed in a sense from that day in a way, and I’d say just
a little brighter. I set out to find the mysterious figure in my dream and
decided I would research Guardian Angel names and such to see if I could
find anything similar to what I heard called out that bright night. I found
nothing until a year or two later and approximately 10 years of truth
seeking deeply, I ―stumbled‖ onto Walter Russell’s work and from there I
heard Robert Otey and Matt Presti speak about the Russell’s. It was when I
first heard Lao Russell’s name aloud that I Knew, immediately, that hers
was the love and light which lifted me out of the darkness into the realm of
awareness of the infinite potential of our Creator’s love for us and of our
love for our Creator.

I was having a rough time and the message of love Lao brought me
was appreciated and felt to the core of my being. From the moment I was
born until the days I came across the Russell’s work I had sought a deeper
understanding to life and my existence. What I have found is a message of
Love. Cause is Love and Effect is more Love. Not only can I prove it, I am
proof of it. I was gently led to the arms of my beloved and I feel, now that I
know the science of who we are and what we are doing here, that this is a
direct effect of my desire for true love and a deep and meaningful
partnership. Everything is perfect whether or not we see it as such. The
blocks we build that prevent the light from entering are merely an illusion.
The block is an illusion, we are an illusion and so is the Light entering.
Always remember, The Still Magnetic Light is Omnipresent and LIGHT
DOES NOT TRAVEL!
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year family!
Love Is Light
Terra Aina

For the conclusion of this 9th newsletter, may the year 2014 be filled with
great accomplishment of your individual purpose expressed to greater and
greater heights! The greatest collective humanity will ever know will be full
of self-actualized people who live purposefully to express their uniqueness
in the world. For it is in nature, that we find NO two things exactly alike.
There is a great and willful reason for this fact despite the fact that in
reality—there are no two things! AHO!

